
Biology Warm ups Days 91-135 

91. Freebie 

92. What is a chromosome made of? 

93. What is the difference between a prokaryotic and a eukaryotic cell?  

94. What are the 4 types of mutations in chromosomes? 

95. How do prokaryotes reproduce? 

96. How is DNA organized? What are the units called? 

97. What are the 2 exact copies of DNA that make up a chromosome called? 

98. What does somatic mean? 

99. What is our diploid number? Our haploid number? 

100. What are autosomes and how many do we have? 

101. What are the sex chromosomes of a male and a female? 

102. What is nondisjunction? 

103. What is mitosis? 

104. What are the 3 parts to interphase? 

105. What happens during G2? 

106. What kinds of cells are made through mitosis? 

107. What is cytokinesis? 

108. What is meiosis? 

109. What is crossing-over and when in meiosis does it occur? 

110. What is oogenesis? 

111. What is spermatogenesis? 

112. The double layer of the cell membrane is called what? 

113. What helps to identify cell type on the surface of the cell? 

114. What is the structure of a phospholipid? 

115. Movement across a cell membrane that doesn’t require energy is called? 

116. What is the random movement of particles from an area of high concentration to low?  

117. What happens to a cell in a hypertonic solution? 

118. What happens to a cell in a hypotonic solution? 

119. What are the two differences between active and passive transport? 

120. What are 3 things a receptor protein can do? 

121. List at least 3 forms of energy. 

122. Where does ATP store its energy? 

123. What are 2 -3 things a plant needs to grow? 

124. Name 3 factors that affect photosynthesis. 

125. What is carbon dioxide fixation? 

126. What are the 2 products in photosynthesis? 

127. What are the 2 reactants needed for cellular respiration? 


